What others say about the value of Ray Semko and his D*I*C*E Security Awareness Briefings:
“I’ve attended a live presentation by Mr. Semko several years
ago and found the experience unequaled. I believe an event
by the DICEMAN would have incredible return on
investment.”–US Navy attendee
“This was the BEST course I took all year. I could have
listened to this guy talk all day long and NEVER get bored.”
— Raytheon employee
“Mr. Semko is a dynamic and motivating speaker who adds
energy, knowledge and emotion to his presentation. His
experience and attention to detail is unquestionable. All that
and funny too. Most importantly the message
is received and understood. The educational benefits for the
employees and their understanding of the message is
irreplaceable.”–Dewberry Consultants attendee

soldiers, sailors, airmen out of harms way. The way he
presents his threat information is a “one of a kind” class act
and I can say that anyone who attends his briefings will
leave energized and ready to get back into the fight to keep
our country safe.” –Defense Contractor at NCMS
Conference
“I was blown out of the water with Ray Semko presentations.
What a dynamic speaker.” –L-3 Communications
Unmanned Systems attendee
“Absolutely loved the briefings and the presentation. I
thought the material was current, relative, informative and
very educational. Thank you so much for all you do to
strengthen our Security Awareness program in America.”–
Raytheon SI Government Solutions attendee

“Ray’s brief was like nothing I had ever experienced. He is
passionate about his country and what he does. He delivers
his message in a way that bores itself into you so you simply
will not or cannot forget his message–that there are bad
people who want to hurt us and will resort to any means
possible to accomplish their goal.”–Chief of Training and
Readiness for US Army Special Operations Command

“I have served in the US Army, US Marine Corps, and served
five years as a Reserve Deputy Sheriff and have been
working for more than forty years. I have attended more
conferences and seminars than I care to remember but I
think DICE Man is the most inspiring and motivating seminar
that I have ever had the honor of attending.” –US
Helicopter/Bell Aerospace attendee

“The information was vital and the speaker was so far the
best speaker I have heard here at Raytheon for ANY meeting
or training.” – Raytheon employee

“Having Ray come and speak is sky-rocketing my OPSEC
programs awareness. My workforce has been charged up
after an outstanding performance.”–US Navy manager

“Semko’s knowledge comes from his time as a Special Agent
engaged in CI and his careful research into CI and espionage
to ensure his presentations accurately portray how our
technology and secrets are in peril. He is also a great
entertainer. He keeps us on the ends of our chairs as he
weaves a story of espionage and deception that is taking
place right now in our industrial security community. More
importantly he challenges each attendee to take his
message back to their facilities and get their employees
engaged and enthused about keeping America and our

“Ray motivates, educates and causes one to think. He
reminds us to become more mindful to the “business” at
hand…security. After attending a briefing one wants to get
up on a soap box and shout, WAKE UP PEOPLE, we can make
a difference. And more importantly we MUST to protect the
warfighters and our country.”–Northrop Grumman
attendee
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“After the briefing I came back to work all motivated and
determined to do better and make those around me more
aware.”–Motorola attendee

promoter and presenter of national and personnel security.
His sincerity and intensity for the vital need for America to
be proactive in all aspects of security would be visible to a
blind person.” –US Army RMDA

“You are the best motivator I have seen in my 30 plus years
of Government time. You pick people up and motivate them
into doing the best that they can do. I would drive 200 miles
to listen to you speak.”–Tybrin Corp. attendee

“Ray Semko’s presentation was outstanding. He not only
brings home the message of how important Security
Awareness is but he does in an original and entertaining
way!”–The Boeing Company attendee

“We recently had Ray Semko come to Ft Monmouth to give
his DICE briefing and it was a huge success. Well worth the
money. Ray presented seven briefings in a four day period
and each one was not only captivating and motivational but
extremely educational for our workforce. Approximately
2500 people attended the DICE presentations. The
audiences included individuals from government and
industry as well as security professional groups. I randomly
surveyed numerous DICE briefing attendees and received
excellent feedback from all. On a personal note, I have been
a security professional with the government for 25+ years
and have attended many DICE briefings over the years. I
never tire of listening to and learning from Ray. He is an
inspiration to my profession.”–Security Office, USA CECOM,
Ft Monmouth, NJ

“WOW! Ray Semko motivates, educates, captivates, and
inspires. We get lost in the drudgery of everyday work, and
Ray reminds of the big picture- this is a great country,
worthy of fighting for.”–BSNC attendee
“Ray’s presentation was unique and inspiring. He has the
ability to entertain while conveying a TON of information
based on his years of experience.”–Northrop Grumman
attendee
“The D*I*C*E Man is an effective, dynamic speaker! The
amount of information that he provides in his presentation
is phenomenal, and the manner in which he presents it,
makes it memorable. He is entertaining, which keeps an
attendee awake, and so energetic that it rubs off. I enjoyed
the presentation immensely!”–GOVSEC attendee from US
Department of Justice

“We need to keep this country FREE and you are the man to
do it by your briefings. Everyone else’s briefings are boring,
but you hold people’s attentions and tell us like it is! “–
Wright Patterson AFB attendee

“I’ve seen years of “DICE” and every briefing gets better and
better. Every year he has more to offer. Every time I hear the
message(s), I’m that much more motivated to work harder,
smarter, for you, your children, and our enlisted men and
women. Ray Semko is, and will always be, a major partner in
my Industrial Security Program.”–BBN Technologies
attendee

“He is such a dynamic speaker–entertaining, funny, thoughtprovoking and ‘in your face’. The requirement for annual
security briefings is something most people dread and only
tolerate. His way of presenting the information and inspiring
people to want to learn more about our current threats and
think more about security and OPSEC is a real gift.”–Security
Specialist, US Army Special Operations Command

“Ray Semko is a person who has dedicated his life to serving
our country and that is reflected in his briefings. His hardhitting briefings are quite inspirational. He is obviously well
read and informed and does an excellent job in motivating
others. I have been attending his presentations for years and
no one can say they do not grab and hold your attention.”–
Parsons attendee

“Thank you for the best security briefing I have ever had in
my life yesterday!” — Director, Health Care Division at ASG
“Ray Semko’s Security Awareness briefing for the U.S. Army
Records Management and Declassification Agency (RMDA)
was immeasurably outstanding. Government and contractor
personnel were enlightened on a myriad of securityawareness subjects and motivated to heightened
responsibility and vigilance. Semko is a phenomenal

“Great briefing! Makes you laugh and at the same time
drives home some very important information everyone
should be aware of.”–ITT Corporation attendee
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“Ray is really something special. He is so enthusiastic about
what he is speaking about that you can’t help but be the
same. Ray is the type of speaker if you had the ability to hear
him speak you should NEVER miss the opportunity. He
ended my seminar with a “BANG”–Pratt & Whitney
Rocketdyne attendee

CEO’s who deal with the higher level information.”–
Overwatch Textron Systems attendee
“Ray Semko’s dynamic “DICE” presentation is the best
training I’ve experienced in 26 years with the government.
His passion for the national security is inspirational…a true
patriot!”–US Naval Surface Warfare Center attendee

“It was the best presentation of the week. His style at
relaying the information and getting you to really think
about what is going on in the world and how it affects each
and every one of us was outstanding.”–Chugach
Management Services attendee

“I always enjoy and moved by his presentations. I definitely
come away wanting to make a difference in our nation’s
security.”–The MITRE Corporation attendee
“You held my attention like a magnet and I wouldn’t have
missed it for any reason.”–Security Manager from Ft.
Monmouth

“I loved Ray’s briefing. It is energetic, refreshing, and TRUE!
Every time I hear him, it re affirms the job that I do, he is an
inspiration to Security.”–ATK Integrated Systems attendee

“Excellent! Every time I see one of his presentations I get
more energized.”–ARINC Engineering Services LLC
attendee

“I have been to three DICE briefings over the years and
believe it is the single most powerful tool to get people’s
attention of the reality of our situation.”–US Army attendee

A first-rate speaker. After about 10 minutes, the audience
realized this was no ordinary boring mandatory government
meeting. Mr. Semko was extremely informative (even deadly
serious, which of course was the purpose of the brief),
effusive, self-deprecating, and hilarious. Afterward I realized
I had only looked at my watch once and I was amazed at
how quickly the time had passed. I wish I had looked around
to see if anyone was nodding off (which I sincerely doubt)
but I was too personally engrossed in the brief to avert my
eyes from the speaker. Bravo Zulu to Ray Semko. His
patriotism is contagious!” –US Navy Attendee

“You are a gifted speaker, able to easily and immediately
grab and sustain your audience’s attention, and to raise
consciousness and awareness. Bravo. Your messages struck
home. “–US Navy attendee
“After seeing him, I knew as many [military] base people as
possible needed to hear his message. I have become keenly
aware of types of threats, protection measures, and the
importance of educating our people in security issues. DICE
Man stresses that Americans are targets for collection of
information, in particular, new technologies. He drives home
that the threat is real and that each person can make a
difference in protecting our American way of life.”–Hill AFB
OPSEC Manager

“I always enjoy the DICE briefing and listening to Ray. He is
so motivational and energizing that you want to go back to
your company and make your employees feel as strongly
about protecting our nation’s security and the warfighter as
he does.”–Northrop Grumman IT, Chantilly, VA

“Ray is a true patriot and first rate motivational speaker. He
always wakes us up and re-energizes us to do our best to
protect America’s competitive edge.”–Northrop Grumman
attendee

“Simply put: An excellent Security Awareness Briefing.
Action packed, attention grabber and motivational speaker.
This is about the 10th time I seen The Dice Man. It is amazing
how my mind is on overdrive with the information that he
provides. Wow did that happen, and what can we do to
make a difference. Value insight from the past, present, and
into the future.”–The Aerospace Corporation, attendee

“His presentation is informative and interesting and makes
you sit up and really take notice. I have already talked to our
FSO about bringing him back on an annual basis. His
presentation is a MUST ATTEND for anyone who works in the
security industry, from admins who deal with all the
employees, janitorial staff and visitors on a daily basis to the
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“Outstanding speaker!!! Very motivating, inspiring,
energizing, informational, and entertaining!”–The Boeing
Company attendee

makes you glad to be an American. During his briefings, one
moment you’re laughing, then he transitions you to a
serious thought, then you find yourself with tears in your
eyes.”–Hill Air Force Base Special Security Officer

“I’ve heard “The Diceman” speak numerous times in my 15+
years in security, and he never ceases to deliver! I always
come away with a renewed attitude and desire to succeed in
the ongoing war with counterintelligence efforts.”–
Computer Sciences Corporation attendee

“The security brief that I attended was absolutely
outstanding. Without a doubt one of the most informative
and invigorating briefings in my 17 years of naval service.”–
US Navy attendee
“Ray Semko’s presentations are so informative and so
important to America. Someone needs to wake us up and
Ray is the one. We always need a shot in the arm in security
to motivate us once again, and Ray is that shot.” — Saab
Barracuda LLC attendee

“BRAVO ! ! ! This should be a mandatory briefing for every
government employee and elected official and highly
recommended for all contractors.”–Sierra Nevada
Corporation attendee
“Simply amazing. Ray re-energizes and inspires me every
time I talk to him. If you never had a D*I*C*E brief, you need
to see him!” — Electronic Data Systems (EDS) attendee

“The point of Ray Semko’s DICE brief is to get your attention
– and he does. He is able to instill in each of us a sense of
responsibility to the security of our nation, what we all can
do to keep it safer, and the need to share the message with
others. His inventive entertainment provides an interest in
his topic and the content is current and eye opening. I am
proud to say that I have been to several of Ray’s DICE
presentations and always look forward to the next one. “–
Jan Buttler, FSO, Jorge Scientific Corporation

“Ray was entertaining and informative. His knowledge on his
subject is second to none and he delivers it in a way that you
can’t help but pay attention.”–Hittite Microwave
Corporation attendee
“I want to thank you for the DICE presentation that took
place last week. My Department has received RAVE reviews
about Ray.”–Thales Communication

“I just wanted to applaud the D*I*C*E Man on one of the
greatest briefings I have ever heard. While many briefings
will fade from my mind, this one will thankfully stay with me
forever.” – L-3 Communications attendee

“Loved the presentation by Ray. He is so powerful and
inspiring. Excellent.”–AMDEX Corp. attendee
“Excellent brief, informative and entertaining, highly
recommend.”–NCIS attendee

See more feedback at:
http://www.raysemko.com/feedback/

“Spell-binding presentation. All in attendance were riveted
by the unique, emotional and patriotic style with which the
Diceman was able to get the audience to recognize their
responsibilities to take security seriously.”–News article
“Ray was a counterintelligence agent for more than 30 years,
so he brings to his speech his ‘in the trenches’ experience
and knowledge of what we should protect and how to
protect it. He explains who the players are, their targets,
their methods and most importantly, how employees can
protect the information they handle. With this I am more
aware of the threats and can do a better job in protecting
intelligence information. He is a very patriotic person and
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